Release Tech Neck
Kneel on the floor with toes tucked under
and hips resting on heels.

Exhale to lean back, rounding your spine,
tilting chin to chest,
Inhale to lift your chin and chest.
Point elbows straight back and
squeeze your shoulder blades
together, lifting chin and
chest towards the sky.

Tech Neck Cat/Cow | 8 breaths

Tiny bend in elbows.

Soft bend
in knees.
Rest torso
on knees.

Squeeze
shoulder
blades
together.

Lie face down on your mat with your legs
straight back behind you.
Bend your elbows and
place palms on the mat
next to your ribs.
Press feet
down as you
inhale and lift
head, chest and
palms off the mat.

Feet hip width
distance apart.

Bound Forward Fold | 5 breaths
Straighten your chest and
shoulders with this forward fold
pose.

From table top pose (all fours), curl
toes under, send hips and back.
Bend knees as much
as you need for spine
to be straight.
Drop your head
and press
chest
towards
thighs.

Baby Cobra | 5 breaths

Straighten out your posture by
strengthening your back and rear
delts with this heart-opening
pose.
Hold for 8 deep
breaths, then
switch sides.
Press palm
into wall.

Pull chin gently towards your throat and
feel a lengthening
in the back of
the neck.

Easy Hold | 5 breaths

This variation of traditional cat/cow sequence will help to realign your
neck, reset your shoulders, and relieve pain caused by looking down at
your screen.

Interlaced fingers.

Tilt chin down slightly, lift chest towards
sky, squeeze shoulder blades together.

This simple pose helps to realign
your cervical spine, preventing a
hunched over back.

Lift chest to release
tension from low back.
Place palms on
lower back.
Squeeze elbows
towards one
another.

Inhale to lift
chest and gaze.

Kneel on mat.
Knees hip width
distance apart.
Toes curled under.

Camel| 5 breaths

Take the hunch out of your back
with this chest and throat
opening yoga move.
Hold for 8 deep breaths,
then switch sides.

Slowly begin
to peel your
torso away
from the wall

You can stand
or kneel at wall.

Downward Facing Dog | 8 breaths Shoulder Stretch | 8 breaths
Realign and lengthen the spine.
Ease into this chest opener to
reverse your slouchy posture.

Right hand to
base of spine
Tented fingers
press into earth
to lengthen
spine.
Left hand to
outer right thigh,
twisting torso
to the right.

Lower right ear to
right shoulder to
feel a stretch in
the front left
side of your
neck.

age's Twist | 8 breaths each side.

This pose releases neck tension
and mobilizes the spine.

